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Click on ‘NETWORKING 
LOUNGE’ from the  

platform Home Page
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Networking Lounge

Rail Safety 2020



Access to the Rail Safety Virtual  
Networking Lounge will open from 10.00am 
AEDT, Monday 26th October (with the RISSB 
Social Networking function to commence that 
afternoon at 4.00pm). Before this, attendees 

will only see this landing page

Click on ‘Sign in to join event’ and you will be 
asked to enter the email address you used to 

register for the Rail Safety Conference.



You will be given the 
option to take a 2-min  

guided tutorial. 



Guided Tutorial



Last page of the tutorial will 
suggest you set up your profile, 

adding your full name, title, 
company name & profile pic. 

We highly recommend you 
take a minute to do so, as this 
will be your ‘Virtual Business 

Card’ when in the Lounge area.



On entering ‘Virtual Networking Hall’, attendees will be randomly placed at a table where other people are seated.



When you arrive at a table, switch on your microphone and camera at the bottom of the screen. If you only turn your  
microphone on, you will appear to others as the ‘Profile pic’ you uploaded, or just your initials if you did not upload a photo.  

Switch on your microphone and camera at the bottom of the screen. Remember to turn off Microsoft Teams, 
Zoom or any other application which may be actively using your camera and microphone. 



When everyone at your table has their camera and microphone on, 
they will appear in a small row at the top of the floorplan. Only those 

seated at your table can hear the conversation or see you.



To move to another table, simply double-click an empty chair of the table you would like to move to. If a table is full, you will 
not be able to join the table. To get someone’s attention, you can direct message them via the chat function.

As you double-click to join a new table, those already seated at the table will hear a ‘knock’.



Click on ‘Tile View’ and those you are seated with with appear in full screen mode - see next Page.



Click on ‘Back to Floor’ to be able to see the entire floor again/ return to small screens.



Chat with individuals, Table 
members, or the entire Hall.

Click on chat to launch the side bar panel with chat options Chat with an individual

Chat with those seated at your table Post comments to the entire Hall



Search for another attendee in the Lounge to message them

Double click the person’s name and type them a message.



When people click on your  
photo within the Lounge, they 

will see your ‘business card. You 
can message people directly 

from this business card.

To add a photo or change your profile details once in the lounge, click on your initials or photo in the top right hand corner


